Errata in 2011 text
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Section 5.4.2, p. 29

Text as printed:

5.4.2 The Whole-Part Relationship
The whole-part relationship also exists between nomens. A nomen may have components (parts). These components may or may not be a nomen on their own. The composition of such a nomen may be governed by rules, for example, the citation order in faceted classification schemes or the order of subdivisions in a subject heading.

It should read (marked version):

5.4.2 The Whole-Part Relationship
The whole-part relationship also exists between nomens. A nomen may have components (parts). These components may or may not be a nomen on their own. The composition of such a nomen may be governed by rules, for example, the citation order in faceted classification schemes or the order of subdivisions in a subject heading system. The components may be nomens on their own. In such cases this is a whole-part relationship between nomens.
5.4.2 The Whole-Part Relationship

A nomen may have components (parts). The composition of such a nomen may be governed by rules, for example, the citation order in a faceted classification scheme or the order of subdivisions in a subject heading system. The components may be nomens on their own. In such cases this is a whole-part relationship between nomens.